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7KH\ need to campaign in the open, 
according to our campaign laws.” 

PRESS RELEASE OF OCTOBER 19, 2015: 
 
Released by Hugh D. Cox, 1809 Sulgrave Road, Greenville, NC 27858, (252) 756-7625 
 
Board of Elections requested to investigate Mayor Allen Thomas and Candidate Terry 
Boardman for published derogatory statements under anonymous pseudonyms in violation of 
State law. 
 
A Greenville municipal election complaint was filed with the Pitt County Board of Elections 
requesting that Mayor Allen Thomas and District Four Candidate Terry Boardman be 
investigated for possible violation of a State election law prohibiting derogatory statements and 
campaigning anonymously using published Internet forums. 
 
The complaint asked the Board of Elections to investigate whether published statements by 
anonymous writers using the pseudonyms “LJac” and ‘Jack1919” posted derogatory statements 
about opposing candidates with the intent to change the city election outcome. 
 
In the complaint, authenticated writings by Mayor Thomas were compared to those of “LJac”. The 
comparison was described as showing good cause and sufficient evidence to investigate whether 
the Mayor violated NC General Statute § 163-274(a)(7) by publishing derogatory charges against 
opponents on the city council and while attempting to affect the election using a “strawman” 
pseudonym. 
 
In a Daily Reflector Internet message dated August 14, 2015, “LJac” called a citizen, “Little 
Calvin”, referred to the citizen as “climbing out from their rock to spew childish antics” and 
labeled such writers as “eaten up with hate.” Leading up to the election filing and prior to the 
period for filing for municipal election, “LJac” posted numerous derogatory messages about 
opponent council members. 
 
The same complaint requested that the Board of Elections investigate Terry Boardman for 
publishing derogatory charges against opposing city council members while using a “strawman” 
pseudonym, “Jack1919”. 
 
The complaint was filed by Hugh Cox, a local attorney who has blogged for years on the Daily 
Reflector website. “I saw that the “LJac” messages contained very similar writing idiosyncrasies 
to authentic Allen Thomas messages,” Cox said. “These writing characteristics included very 
unique behaviors including repeated use of multiple dashes, multiple dots, multiple commas and 
other spelling and writing similarities.” 
 
The “LJac” identity is unknown, but Mr. Boardman claims that he openly uses “Jack1919” and is 
recognized by this pseudonym. Cox disagrees and recommends that the Board of Elections 
require both “LJac” and “Jack 1919” to identify themselves as required by law. 
 
“I want the Board of Elections to investigate this pseudonym complaint and require “LJac” and 
“Jack1919” to identify themselves.” Cox said. “If Mayor Thomas and Mr. Boardman are using 
pseudonyms in violation of law, they should be required to write under their legal names.” 
 
 
 
The complaint filed with the Board of Elections on October 19, 2015 is attached. 
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Hugh D. Cox 
1809 Sulgrave Road 

Greenville, NC 27858 
(252) 756-7625 

hughcoxhome@hughcox.com 
 

David Davis, Director 
Pitt County Elections Director 
1717 W. 5th Street  
Greenville, NC 27834 
 
Greenville Municipal Election Complaint requesting Board of Elections investigation regarding possible 
violation of General Statute § 163-274(a)(7). (Complaint contains 17 pages) 
 
Dear Mr. Davis: 
 
This letter contains an election complaint that I respectfully request be investigated by the Pitt County 
Board of Elections related to the Greenville municipal election. There is evidence to believe that the 
honorable Allen M. Thomas, Mayor, and Terry Boardman, District Four candidate, posted anonymous 
derogatory messages that may be a violation of a North Carolina elections statute G.S. § 163-274(a)(7). 
There is good cause and sufficient evidence for you to investigate whether both Mayor Thomas and Mr. 
Boardman published derogatory Internet forum messages on The Daily Reflector website without 
identifying themselves as the person responsible for the messages. 
 
North Carolina General Statute § 163-274 gives notice that certain political acts during elections are 
declared Class 2 Misdemeanors. I refer to NCGS § 163-274(a)(7) making it unlawful as follows: 
 

(a)  Class 2 Misdemeanors. -- Any person who shall, in connection with any primary or 
election in this State, do any of the acts and things declared in this subsection to be 
unlawful, shall be guilty      of a Class 2 misdemeanor. It shall be unlawful: 

 
(7) For any person to publish in a newspaper or pamphlet or otherwise, any 
charge derogatory to any candidate or calculated to affect the candidate's 
chances of nomination or election, unless such publication be signed by the party 
giving publicity to and being responsible for such charge; 

 
North Carolina is one of many states requiring those citizens who publish derogatory information 
about a candidate in a newspaper or pamphlet to divulge their identity to protect the integrity of 
the electoral process. I contend that our Greenville citizens have the right to know the identity of 
those posting derogatory messages about political opponents. At the very least, it seems unethical 
for a political candidate to use a “strawman” pseudonym to attack his opponents running for 
election or future election. 
 
Specifically, Mayor Thomas and Mr. Boardman may have issued charges derogatory using 
Internet editorials on the forum pages of The Daily Reflector against other municipal candidates 
to affect those candidates’ chances of election. In addition, Mayor Thomas and Mr. Boardman 
may have failed to reveal each individual identity when such publication must be signed by the 
party giving publicity and being responsible for such charges derogatory. 

mailto:hughcoxhome@hughcox.com
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The Greenville Daily Reflector publishes each daily edition in newspaper form and on the Internet 
(www.reflector.com). This Internet forum allows readers to post comments and opinions about 
each published article.  The Daily Reflector further allows those who post comments on the 
Internet forum to conceal their identity by using an anonymous pseudonym. The Daily Reflector 
knows the true identity of any contributor since the newspaper requires any contributor using a 
pseudonym to reveal true identity to the newspaper before using the pseudonym. 
 
I request that you find good cause and sufficient evidence to believe that Mayor Allen uses a 
pseudonym of “LJac” for The Daily Reflector Internet forum. Fortunately, there are examples of 
Mayor Allen’s publicly distributed writing style in the public domain. A comparison of his genuine 
writings with the “LJac” pseudonym messages creates a reasonable case to believe that Mayor Allen 
is the same writer as “LJac”. 
 
Exhibit A Public Domain Writings by Mayor Thomas Discussion: 
 
The Mayor’s public domain writings contain those similarities set forth in Exhibit A demonstrating 
definitive typographical idiosyncrasies such as the regular use of triple or multiple dashes (“- - -“), 
triple or more dots (“…”), triple or more commas (“,,,,,”), the misspelling of District Three 
councilmember Marion Blackburn’s first name as “Marian”, and the use of short text phrases. 
 
Exhibit B Writings by “LJac” showing Typographical idiosyncrasies very similar to Mayor Allen as originally 
printed in The Daily Reflector Internet forum: See pages 10 to 12. 
 
Exhibit C Writings by “LJac” containing probable derogatory messages as printed in The Daily Reflector. 
(Complete messages are reproduced in Appendix One): 
 
In Exhibit C, the “LJac” message of August 14, 2015, at 2:02 AM appears to show anger against a 
forum writer named Larry Barbour who was identified by “LJac” as a member of “Calvin Mercer little 
groupies” … “Spouting your hate rhetoric”. Calvin Mercer “chickened out” and did not run against 
Mayor Allen.  This message was posted after the candidate filing was completed in July 2015. 
 
Another possible breach of City of Greenville personnel privacy is found in the message submitted by 
“LJac” on June 28, 2015 at 12:45 PM discussing a city employee named Demery described as a “long 
tenured employee who works the political angle to cozy up to whomever has the voting majority on 
the Council for job preservation”. The “voting majority” on the City Council at that time included 
Calvin Mercer, Marion Blackburn, Rick Smiley and Rick Croskery.  “LJac” stated that Demery “needs 
to go” and that City Manager Lipscomb might “need to go”. Only some official or employee within 
city government would have this inside knowledge. 
 
The “LJac” messages dated May 10, 2015 at 11:56 AM and May 3, 2015 at 8:29 PM contained 
derogatory information on Croskery, Smiley, Mercer and Blackburn who acted out of “greed” and were 
“bending over and owned by one group”. Blackburn and Mercer were “detached from reality” while 
Smiley and Croskery were “clueless followers”. 
 
The “LJac” message of April 6, 2015 at 7:35 AM lectured Terry Boardman for “another inaccurate 
rant” and “blurting off ”.  The “LJac” message informed Terry Boardman that it was illegal to 
discuss confidential personnel matters in public. This message should be compared with the “LJac” 
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message of June 28, 2015 at 12:45 PM above discussing personnel matters of possible dismissal of 
Demery and the City Manager. 
 
On December 9, 2014 at 10:30 AM, ”LJac” stated that “,,,,,, Marian [Blackburn] doesn’t know if she is 
coming or going.” 
 
The messages revealed in Exhibit C appear to be derogatory and were not signed by any party giving 
publicity to and being responsible for such statements. I asked that the Board of Elections find that 
there is good cause and sufficient evidence to investigate whether “LJac” is a pseudonym used by 
Mayor Thomas and whether these messages were possible violations of North Carolina General 
Statute § 163-274. 
 
Exhibit D Discussion (Mr. Boardman admitted that he used the pseudonym of “Jack1919”): 
 
Regular readers and writers of The Daily Reflector Internet forum may or may not know that Terry 
Boardman uses a pseudonym identified as “Jack1919”.  In his message of March 3, 2015 at 2:51 
PM, Mr. Boardman stated that “Jack1919” has always been his pen name and that he previously 
admitted this fact one hundred times. In spite of Mr. Boardman’s statement, I respectfully request 
that the Board of Elections investigate and determine whether the general public has this 
knowledge of Mr. Boardman’s pseudonym. Further, the Board of Elections should determine 
whether Mr. Boardman is required to use his legal name or other discoverable political 
organization name as an identity. 
 
After July 2015, Mr. Boardman filed as a candidate for Greenville City Council in District Four 
against incumbent Rick Smiley. Mr. Boardman continued to use his pseudonym instead of his 
candidate filed name. 
 
I contend that Mr. Boardman is still obligated to identify himself in accordance with North Carolina 
General Statute § 163-274(a)(7).  I ask that the Board of Elections investigate whether Mr. 
Boardman has sufficiently identified himself as required by the Statute. 
 
Exhibit E discussion (Jack1919’s statements about Mr. Smiley): 
 
The “Jack1919” derogatory statements within Exhibit E set forth from September 12, 2015 at 
11:23 PM until October 2, 2015 at 10:50 AM stated that Mr. Smiley is a “puppet”, Mr. Smiley will 
be “bought” for money and Mr. Smiley is “anti-taxpayer” operating a “slush fund”. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
I respectfully request that the Pitt County Board of Elections investigate this matter to determine 
whether “LJac” or “Jack1919” were in violation of North Carolina General Statute § 163-274 at any 
relevant time in the past. The next issue is to determine whether Mayor Allen Thomas posted 
messages as “LJac”, and whether Mr. Terry Boardman posted messages as “Jack1919”. 
 
If so, each should be required in the future to post “such publication be signed by the party giving 
publicity to and being responsible for such charge.” 
 
My interest in this matter is more than just academic or legal. I support candidates opposed by Mayor 
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Thomas and Candidate Boardman. I proudly support Donna Whitley, Calvin Mercer, Marion Blackburn, Rick 
Smiley and Rick Croskery for Greenville Mayor and City Council. If these postings are derogatory by a writer 
using a pseudonym, that person should be exposed. 
 
I believe in good faith that North Carolina General Statute § 163-274(a)(7) is still valid law in our State 
based on the North Carolina Supreme Court case cited below. 
 
Finally, although the North Carolina Constitution holds freedom of speech and the press to be 
"great bulwarks of liberty" never to be restrained, it also provides that "every person shall be held 
responsible for their abuse." N.C. Const. art. I, § 14. The General Assembly enacted section 163-
274(a)(7) in an effort to effect, by the narrowest possible means, the latter prong of this 
constitutional guarantee. 
 
The statute making it unlawful for anyone to publish any charge derogatory to an election 
candidate or calculated to affect the candidate's electoral chances without signing the publication, 
N.C.G.S. § 163-274(7), is not constitutionally over-broad so as to violate free speech guarantees in 
the federal and state constitutions. The statute serves the compelling interest of the State of 
promoting fair and honest elections and is drawn no more broadly than is necessary to serve that 
interest. U.S. Const. amend. I; N.C. Const. art. I, § 14. State v. Petersilie, 334 N.C. 169, 432 S.E.2d 
832, Supreme Court of North Carolina, July 30, 1993, Filed 
 
Even the United States Supreme Court case of Citizens United versus Federal Election Commission, 558 
U.S. 310, 130 S. Ct. 876, 175 L. Ed. 2d 753, (U.S. 2010), held that the disclosure provisions (identity of 
one publishing political information) under federal election law were constitutional because of the 
government’s interest in providing information to the electorate. 
 
I respectfully request an investigation to determine whether there are violations of North Carolina 
General Statute § 163-274. 
 
Please let me know if I can provide any additional information.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 
 
Hugh D. Cox 
1809 Sulgrave Road 
Greenville, NC 27858 
(252) 756-7625 
hughcoxhome@hughcox.com 
  

https://advance.lexis.com/documentprint/documentprintclick/?pdmfid=1000516&amp;crid=9e04c8a5-8aee-4204-abce-b90731f2fb42&amp;ecomp=r9vfk&amp;prid=832ef07a-4df4-458c-b901-53dea4db96d1
https://advance.lexis.com/documentprint/documentprintclick/?pdmfid=1000516&amp;crid=9e04c8a5-8aee-4204-abce-b90731f2fb42&amp;ecomp=r9vfk&amp;prid=832ef07a-4df4-458c-b901-53dea4db96d1
https://advance.lexis.com/documentprint/documentprintclick/?pdmfid=1000516&amp;crid=9e04c8a5-8aee-4204-abce-b90731f2fb42&amp;ecomp=r9vfk&amp;prid=832ef07a-4df4-458c-b901-53dea4db96d1
mailto:hughcoxhome@hughcox.com
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Exhibit A: 
 

Authenticated writings by Mayor Allen Thomas are reproduced below as public records. These 
email posts are reverse chronological with the most recent text first. (The email texts are not 
complete, but are excerpted to show the definitive typographical idiosyncrasies): 

 
E-mail selected text dated 1 August 2015: 

From: "Allen M. Thomas" <amthomas@greenvillenc.gov> 
Subject: RE: A classic case of poor management by City Officials 
Date: August 1, 2015 at 13:39:54 EDT 
To: "theboardmans@nabdesigns.com" <theboardmans@nabdesigns.com> 
Cc: Barbara Lipscomb <BLipscomb@greenvillenc.gov>, Calvin Mercer 
<CMercer@greenvillenc.gov>, Rick Smiley <RSmiley@greenvillenc.gov>, Richard Croskery 
<RCroskery@greenvillenc.gov>, Rose Glover <rglover@greenvillenc.gov>, Marion 
Blackburn <mblackburn@greenvillenc.gov>, Kandie Smith <ksmith@greenvillenc.gov>, 
"aclark@reflector.com" <aclark@reflector.com>, "abennett@reflector.com" 
<abennett@reflector.com>, "jcooke@reflector.com" <jcooke@reflector.com>, 
"henry@ibxmedia.com" <henry@ibxmedia.com> 
This--is noticeable because of its rarity. Closure is last resort. I spoke to the head of inspections 
and asked for specifics as it seemed like a significant step. 
Situations like that are never easy, and always ripe to catch flak without all the details. Its all 
good, until a dangerous injury... or fatality happens. Then people want to know, where we're the 
proper inspections. Post-assessment, I'm sure there are lessons to be learned across the     
board. Meanwhile we can get back to enjoying great wings at Ale House with worst risk of injury 
being over-eating. 
Now....I'm sure this will be followed, with the requisite multiple email responses and 
redirects which we all come to appreciate from you Terry. That is to be expected. This---- 
however will be my one commentary before moving on. 
Will end with this. There are always times when we all could do a better job in our professional 
capacities and in lives, our assumptions or just in how we treat other people in life. There are 
times people fall short in their endeavors and that...includes you and I. There are also times 
people do their job, make the difficult choice and protect the public. People who work for this 
community love this community. And, while they are easy targets because they can't really 
respond to those who take advantage of that fact most do a hell of a good job for this 
community they love. 
That--- is the case here. This---is one of this times. Folks did their job. The problem was 
remedied in hours. The public is safe. 
Allen 

 
E-mail selected text dated 20 July 14: 

From: "athomasemaii@yahoo.com" <athornasernaii@yahoo.rom> 
Subject: Re: RE: This is how Charlotte does it - 7% of roads resurfaced a year- see 
question 3-resurfacing statistics 
Date: July 20, 2014 at 8:28:48 PM EDT 
To: "theboardmans@nabdesigns.com" <theboardmans@nabdesigns.com>, "'Barbara 
Lipscomb'" <BLipscomb@greenvillenc.gov>, 'Calvin Mercer' 
<CMercer@greenvillenc.gov>, 'Rose Glover' <glover@greenvillenc.gov>, 'Kandie 

mailto:amthomas@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:theboardmans@nabdesigns.com
mailto:theboardmans@nabdesigns.com
mailto:BLipscomb@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:CMercer@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:RSmiley@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:RCroskery@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:rglover@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:mblackburn@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:ksmith@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:aclark@reflector.com
mailto:aclark@reflector.com
mailto:abennett@reflector.com
mailto:abennett@reflector.com
mailto:jcooke@reflector.com
mailto:jcooke@reflector.com
mailto:henry@ibxmedia.com
mailto:henry@ibxmedia.com
mailto:athomasemaii@yahoo.com
mailto:athornasernaii@yahoo.rom
mailto:theboardmans@nabdesigns.com
mailto:theboardmans@nabdesigns.com
mailto:BLipscomb@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:CMercer@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:glover@greenvillenc.gov
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Smith' <ksmithgreenvilienc.gov>, 'Rick Smiley' <RSmiley@greenvillenc.gov>, 'Richard 
Croskery' <RCroskery@greenvillenc.gov>, 'Marion Blackburn' 
<mblackburn@greenviilenc.gov>, "amthornas@greenvillenc.gov" 
<amthomas@greenvilienc.gov> 
Attacking the challenge begins with dealing in facts--- a true diagnostic to accurately 
access the status of our road system, the costs to fix the years of deferred 
maintenance and get on a sustainable plan for the long term. 
We can take our choice: Calculate today's cost of fuel, labor, asphalt, construction 
intersected with the resources at our disposal --  our large available debt capacity 
and record low interest rates. --- Or--- Calculate the time value of money .... if we 
are not proactive. 
The future of deferred maintenance. Every cost factor escalates. Interest rates go up. Road 
lane miles fail at an accelerated rate for every year delayed. The positive economic impacts 
from good infrastructure year after year go unrealized. And ... with unrealized growth in 
economic tax base, inversely tax rates skyrocket--- to cover the cost. 
The facts are before us now. The diagnostic has been done. The cost to address our roads 
in today's dollars vs. the significant cost of delay in tomorrow's dollars -- is clear. A 
strategy has been proposed to engage in our significantly available finance capacity (over 
$300M available) and record low interest rates to fund $14M to address and strengthen 
our roads. The only question now is how long and at what cost will we wait and allow 
politics to get in the way of doing what clearly needs to be done? 

 
E-mail selected text dated 23 April 15: 

Rose, Marian, Kandie, Rick S, Calvin and Rick C ----- If anyone wants to go to the 
Carolina Mudcats game tonight --- let me know.* They are having their first 
"Community Night" of the season and honoring Greenville / Pitt County.* Let me 
know. ---- (game begins at 7pm vs. the RedSox. Five-County Stadium is 1 hour & 5 
mins west on hwy 264) 

 
E-mail selected text dated 6 April 2015 

From: "Allen M. Thomas" <amthomas@greenvillenc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Streets portion of bond 
Date: April 6, 2015 at 12:50:18 EDT 
To: Barbara Lipscomb <BLipscomb@greenvillenc.gov>, Rick Smiley 
<RSmiley@greenvillenc.gov> 
Cc: Richard Croskery <RCroskery@greenvillenc.gov>, Kevin Mulligan 
<KMulligan@greenvillenc.gov>, Kandie Smith 
<ksmith@greenvillenc.gov>, Rose Glover <rglover@greenvillenc.gov>, Marion Blackburn 
<mblackburn@greenvillenc.gov>, Calvin Mercer <CMercer@greenvillenc.gov>, Richard Hicks 
<RHicks@greenvillenc.gov> 
The issue.... isn't how we divide up and move around $8M. That should left up to the 
professionals and their expertise based on the data. 
The issue is---we have underfunded our immediate need for our roads in this bond 
proposal. The amount of money set in the bond falls $2M short of addressing our need for 
our roads that are at immediate risk of failure. 
That is the issue. Addressing this challenge--- is the reason a ,discussion of a bonds actually 
began a year ago. That is the one item requiring immediacy.... of all things includied in this 
bond proposal. That is the issue. And, the current bond proposal falls short. 

mailto:RSmiley@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:RCroskery@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:mblackburn@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:amthornas@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:amthomas@greenvilienc.gov
mailto:amthomas@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:BLipscomb@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:RSmiley@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:RCroskery@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:KMulligan@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:ksmith@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:rglover@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:mblackburn@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:CMercer@greenvillenc.gov
mailto:RHicks@greenvillenc.gov
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Exhibit B 
Originally posted in The Daily Reflector by “LJac” showing Typographical idiosyncrasies very similar to 
Mayor Allen’s writing style and containing multiple commas, dots, dashes and capital letter words 
(Reproduced from the Internet forum of The Daily Reflector on the dates shown): 
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Exhibit C: 
 

The Daily Reflector Internet forum writings by a person using the pseudonym, “LJac”. These 
email posts are reverse chronological with the most recent text first. (The forum texts may not 
be complete, but may be excerpted to show derogatory statements): 

 
Submitted by LJac on August 14, 2015 - 2:02am. 

You Calvin Mercers w ur Hate Rhetoric & Tax Increases LOLL_ 
You Calvin Mercer little groupies like Larry Barbour climb out from under your little rock 
every 2 years about this time, to spew your childish antics. I guess you guys need to try and 
throw up some smoke screen to try and distract from Calvin and crew's 12 Fee and Tax 
Increases you've made the last 18 months on council. Yet - - all your bad Mercer gang of 4 
recent decisions, you look around Greenville, downtown and across the city--- the progress 
under Mayor Thomas is so obvious even Ray Charles can see it. The $150M in new 
development downtown the past 3 years,,, ask Tom Taft, Holton Wilkerson and Don Edwards 
about the incredible job Mayor Thomas did personally piecing it together. Ask the state law 
agencies about Mayor Thomas working relentlessly to eliminate the Phoenix night club and 
other bad elements to transform downtown. Ask Bianca Shoneman about Mayor Thomas  
being the first to get ECU and Vidant to help find and hire her and the 1st, to make Uptown LLC 
a full-time entity. Ask her if Mayorr Thomas formed Greenville's first Office of Economic 
development and what a huge impact it has had across the city--- so much so Greenville is now 
in the past 18 months is now nationally ranked by Forbes and other business publications. Ask 
NCDOT vice-chairman Ferrell Blount about how Mayor Thomas never gave up after the state 
took the money away and Mayor Thomas was able to get back $258M, the most ever from DOT 
for Pitt Co , to now build the SWBypass. I could go on and on. . . But like we said, even Ray 
Charles can see it. :) „„,„„„„ You guys like Larry "little Calvin" Barbour keep spouting your hate 
rheotoric. Haters will hate. And Mayor Thomas will keep being the great positive person         
he is :) getting things done across Greenville. There's a reson Larry, your hero Calvin Mercer 
chickened out and didn't run against him. It's because HE'S DOING A GREAT JOB and the 
people of Greenville like him. , , Keep on with your hate :). We look forward to more great 
work and two more years of great progress with Mayor Thomas. 
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(The above message from LJac was published on The Daily Reflector Internet forum since 
Greenville municipal candidates filed in July 2015. The messages below were submitted during 
the calendar year 2015 prior to candidate filing. These email posts are reverse chronological 
with the most recent text first. (The forum texts may not be complete, but may be excerpted to 
show the definitive typographical idiosyncrasies as well as derogatory statements in bold 
letters.) 

 
Messages below from “LJac” submitted to the Internet Forum before candidate filing in July 2015: 
 

Submitted by LJac on June 28, 2015 - 12:45pm. 
Seeing a pattern Demery. Multiple Errors. Time New Fina Director 
The question isn't use of funds. GPD has clear documentation to verify equipment purchased 
and well documented. The concern is. . .once again, sloppy financial record keeping by financial 
director Bernita Demery. This is the third or fourth time in the past 12 months the city has run 
into technical foul with auditors for "late filings" by the financial director or "sloppy record 
keeping." Her sloppy oversight carries over to the fact she wasn't aware she hired a high level 
financial employee who had been fired for bad record keeping the year-prior from Greene 
County! In Greenville it was costing the previous auditor so much time and resources to baby-sit 
Demery, they asked to get out of their contract. It is a widely-known issue inside city hall as the 
managers office and other departments have to constantly double check and correct any 
information coming from Demery. In the budget process her information has been so off the 
mark for years that she yearly builts-in millions of dollars in wiggle room to "fix" the gap  
between her projections and actual during the year for departments. That is millions in tax 
dollars which shouldn't be in a fund on the sidelines but should be budgeted and at work 
efficiently. The problem with Demery, she is a long tenured employee who works the political 
angle to cozy up to whomever has the voting majority on council for job preservation. That is 
starting to unravel a bit as her accounting was questioned on all sides during the council retreat 
in December and she was directed to "tighten up" her office and approach to budget. All 
council members were briefed about Demery's latest sloppy record keeping of these seizure 
funds  and had given direction months ago, Smiley simply using the opportunity to get a little 
air time (any of 4 council members were going to bring it up for discussion). There is a clear           
pattern with Demery. This has gone on long enough and if you are the financial director there is 
zero tolerance to being sloppy with the tax payers money. She needs to go. Ultimately that 
responsilbity belongs to City Manager Barbara Lipscomb to get it done. And if she isnt able to 
get her financial staff in order then she (they both) need to go. . . . Clock is ticking on both 
Demery and Lipscomb. 

 
Submitted by LJac on May 10, 2015 - 11:56am. 

Selfish Act.  4M N hand DOUBLES size GWay Leaves Others Out 
The is a bad and selfish move by Croskery. Millions are being funneled into one special interest 
and nothing into our other recreational needs. They already have $4M which hasn't been spent 
yet which will DOUBLE the size of the greenway trails in the next 2 years... and they want MORE? 
When is enough enough? What could we do to begin planning a major swim facility with the 
$750,000 in "crums" Croskery and Smiley, Mercer and Blackburn have jammed in this roads 
bond? 750k would BUILD an entire Extreme park. Despite the fact the have $4M... they HAVEN'T 
EVEN SPENT YET! Nothing but GREED by one sprecial interest group. [T]hey OWN Croskery and 
this supposed new 3rd greenway would GO BEHIND Councilmember MARION BLACKBURN'S 

https://www.reflector.com/users/ljac
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HOUSE. Voting no on this bond unless the questions are seperated to where we can make our 
voices heard fairly. I'm ready to SEND A MESSAGE with a NO VOTE to Pork Barrel! politicians, 
bending over and owned by one group and ignoring everyone else. SHAME on you Croskery for 
making a mockery out of this entire process. 

 
Submitted by LJac on May 3, 2015 - 8:29pm. 

Blackburn/Mercer voted AGAINST the 2013 emergency road funding 
When the Mayor identified the looming roads issue from chronic underfunding in past city 
budgets in 2013, Blackburn and Mercer even voted AGAINST the $4M road funding in 2013. 
Fortunately the city council at that time (previous council) passed 4-2. Demonstrates how 
detached from reality these two have been for years as to what it takes to maintain and run 
a city. And don't even get me started on greenways. A great thing in proper proportion to 
handling our necessities first. In the past 8 years Mercer and Blackburn have voted FOR over 
$8M in greenway funding and for only $3M in 8 years to maintain our roads. HELLO?! And now 
they have equally clueless followers Smiley and Croskery ignoring and cutting staff's pleas to 
have $10M in this Bond to fix road sections near failure. They instead cut that.... and add all 
these other items. They also have collectively voted in 4 tax increases in the past year, with one 
having to be turned over by the state legislature and one reversed when it was revealed they 
misread the budget. Wow. Folks we need to wake up and get real business knowledge, 
commitm sense and leadership back on this council in November. Fortunately the council which 
ran things the previous 2 years made a major push in economic deveopment, cut taxes, new law 
enforcement leadership, revitalized downtown with over $100m in new development and a 
number of infrastructure projects. This new crowd, Croskery, Smiley, league with Mercer and 
Blackburn have done nothing... but the bizarre items above, risking to stunt all the great 
progress we've seen the past few years. Time to bring some common sense people with real 
word experience back on this council. November election on these people... can't get here 
soon enough. 

 
Submitted by LJac on April 6, 2015 - 7:35am. 

Against NC Law to Discuss Personnel Matters in Public, Terry 
Terry Boardman again with another inaccurate rant. If you ever bothered getting facts 
before blurting off     you'd know, it is illegal by state law to discuss persons confidential 
personnel matters in public. I know communicating without truth, integrity or facts aren't 
encumbrances for you but thought you'd like to know. 

 
Submitted by LJac on December 9, 2014 - 10:30am. 

Roads Roads Roads 
Ironically BOTH of Marian Blackburn's appointees to the Bond Committee voted for this last- 
minute inclusion of millions of dollars for a sports complex! As usual, similar to her criticism of 
Chief Aden a few weeks ago,,,,,,Marian doesn't know if she is coming or going. Says whatever 
way she thinks the wind is blowing that day or whatever TRUNA tells her to say. Never,,,,, 
should put a email like this out there BEFORE she's even read or seen the report which will be 
presented Thursday! The sports complex may be a good project down the road when properly 
vetted and researched,,,,, not thrown out there last minute which is a sure fire recipe to FAIL in 
a Bond (then the project is doomed because the public has spoken. 

 
Exhibit D: 
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Authenticated writings by Greenville municipal candidate Terry Boardman are presented 
below. These email posts are reverse chronological with the most recent text first. (The email 
texts may not be complete, but are excerpted to show his admission of pseudonym identity): 

 
Submitted by jack1919 on March 3, 2015 - 2:51pm. 

to my twocentstoo and frankee underwood 
First, I like to step on peoples toes- it gets their attention. Too many times we have Boards - like 
Greenville Rec and Park and those mentioned here -that are nothing but fronts for 
management and I ain't going to be anybody's PR person. Second jack1919 has always been 
my pen name and I have admitted it a hundred times. I do like how people who use their own 
pen name mock those who use theirs. just weak people that's all- I consider the source 
especially my2centstoo- a weak human being. 

Exhibit E: 
 

The Daily Reflector Internet forum writings by a person using the pseudonym, “Jack1919”.  Mr. 
Terry Boardman’s sometimes admits that he submits comments to The Daily Reflector Internet 
forum using the pseudonym, “Jack1919”. Because of the derogatory nature of the forum 
comments below, Mister Boardman is still obligated to identify himself in accordance with 
North Carolina General Statute § 163-274. These email posts are reverse chronological with 
the most recent text first. (The forum texts may not be complete, but may be excerpted to 
show the derogatory statements): 

 
Submitted by Jack1919 on October 2, 2015 – 10:50 AM 

You know Smiley is a puppet 
When a 48-year-old brings his mother to a debate ……. Gee 

 
Submitted by jack1919 on October 2, 2015 - 8:36am. 

Boardman will not be bought, Smiley will..... 
If the citizens want fair and ethical work on their behalf they will get it from Boardman. 
Boardman will not be indebted to to people for donating $100 to a campaign. Example, 
instead of voting for the citizens in the GUC 15% discount rate case , Smiley voted with 
GUC management, Phil Dixon, who just happens to give Smiley a hundred dollars. It may 
not seem like much , but then again this is Greenville where Smiley will rub elbows with 
Dixon and vote his way.By the way Dixon is an employees of the City 

 
Submitted by jack1919 on September 27, 2015 - 2:54pm. 

Smiley is a part of the anti taxpayer crowd. 
By NOT approving the entire 15% discount offered by Duke, Mr. Smiley INCREASED rates by 8% 
to pay for this so-called rate stabilization. A slush fund. 

 
Submitted by jack1919 on September 12, 2015 - 11:23pm. 

Do Not bother showing up 
Unless you vote the current Council OUT!! They only listen to their donors.... The citizen Board 
members are good old boys- puppets of the Council... 

 
End of Exhibits. 
Appendix follows. 
  

http://www.reflector.com/users/jack1919
http://www.reflector.com/news/smiley-files-district-4-finance-report-2999931%23comment-425815
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APPENDIX: 
Elections Complaint Email Reproductions for Elections Complaint 
 
EXHIBIT C Originals: 
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EXHIBIT D Originals: 
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EXHIBIT E Originals: 
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///END/// 
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